CMA CGM Log is able to combine your freight with worldwide sophisticated hub logistics services. In order to optimize your costs, lead time and productivity, we push inventory closer to your potential customer whether or not the final market is known by providing you with a smart door-to-door solution and last kilometer logistics.

**OPTIMIZE YOUR FLOW**

> Adjust your production to real physical stock available in the hub
> Monitor customer entire supply chain with advanced and innovative technologies
> Visualize your stock of containers and products

**OPTIMIZE YOUR COSTS**

> Storage costs optimization by managing "First In First Out" in the hub
> Reduce your storage costs at origin or destination with a free storage period in HUB
> Create opportunity by pushing inventory closer to a potential new customer

**OPTIMIZE YOUR TIME**

> Enjoy quick access to worldwide markets
> Shorten the time frame between production of cargo and achievement of sale and financial return on the product by weeks
> Benefits from high level of service thanks to dedicated control tower team

CMA CGM Log Advanced Hubs cover the world in order to propose smart logistical options and to bring you closer to your customer:
CMA CGM LOG Air Freight has been developed to quickly handle complex logistics needs with optimized costs by proposing three smart solutions adapted to your needs: Priority, Expert and Access.

Our customer expertise and strategic partnership with airlines ensure worldwide tailor-made solutions. CMA CGM Log will support you and guarantee that you find the right offer at the right moment.

**PRIORITY**
24H TO 48H
> Reliable delivery with fast transit times
> Direct services with the highest loading priority
> Special monitoring end-to-end

**EXPERT**
3 TO 5 DAYS
> Competitive rates with core carriers program
> Back to back services

**ACCESS**
5+ DAYS
> Economical services with the most attractive rates
> CMA CGM LOG Consolidation with selected routings

---

**Expertise**
Thanks to its knowledge of customers expectations and its know-how, CMA CGM Log has developed a profound extensive expertise in various domains including:

> Dangerous goods managed by our dedicated team
> Secured delivery and video monitoring for high value products
> Controlled temperature of Perishable & Pharmaceutical goods
> Solutions including Charters for oversized products
Despite our enhanced safety and security measures, some unexpected and unforeseeable events may occur and lead to the loss or damage of your cargo. CMA CGM Log, in partnership with one of the largest marine insurance companies in the world, has developed a unique Cargo Insurance program that addresses these risks and supports your business.

**FLEXIBILITY**

- A tailor made solution from one-off shipments to regular traffic
- Door-to-Door coverage is available
- Lowest rates negotiated with a First Class Insurer

**OPTIMIZATION**

- Based on international “Institute Cargo Clauses A” (ICC A), the best known and most comprehensive cover*
- Covers up to the full Cost Insurance and Freight (CIF) value plus 10%
- No excess / No deductible

CMA CGM Log can offer you an insurance solution and different modalities to cover your needs:

- Adapted to every business challenge and needs
- Cover all conveyances (Sea, Air, Rail, Road, Barge)
- A quick and simple process for claims and a compensation within 1 month

*Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of the policy. General conditions of “Institute Cargo Clauses A” can be forwarded upon request.
The CMA CGM Log Control Tower department provides dedicated teams and services to outsource the components of your activities that are not part of your core business.

The Control management system is designed to improve agility, efficiency and control all along your supply chain, wherever necessary.

**Ease**
- Bill of lading authorization
- Specialized Track & Trace tools: QlikView, Cargowise
- Optimization of your booking and customs clearance
- Contract, invoice and payment control

**Monitor**
- Dedicated team for Purchase Order management & consolidation
- Complete action plan definition and deployment monitoring
- Frequent alerts when products status are updated

**Optimize**
- Full access to our warehouses management & Advanced Hubs
- Personalized reporting for a better supply chain visibility
- Solving problems by identifying the root cause (Root Cause Analysis)

CMA CGM Log control towers will ensure you full visibility and expert control of your supply chain thanks to its experience and dedicated tools:
- IT System solutions
- Reporting process (reporting on a daily & weekly basis, monthly KPI)
- Additional logistics service (management of damaged containers, bookings, management of BLs held in HUB)
- Alerts in case of problems (short-shipped container, damaged unit, roll-over…)

Expertise
Customs management is strategic for the control and security of inbound supply chain costs and efficiency. With this in mind, CMA CGM Log has developed a high level of expertise to guide and support its customers in their international trade activities, reducing procuring costs, cash flow impacts and risks.

GUIDANCE

- Cost of procurement efficiency
- Tax avoidance
- Cash flow impact management
- Inward processing
- Performance audit
- Documentation
- Classification
- Quality certification

CUSTOMS MANAGEMENT

Standard:
- Documentary validation
- Customs procedure validation
- Right and taxes advance
- Fiscal representation

Specialty expertise:
- Agri-food industry
- Pharmaceutical
- Sensitive cargo

OUTSOURCING

PDD
- Possible from 2 units (warehousing, factory) for a same company.
- Permit to reduce the customs clearance unitary cost according to your monthly declaration.
- Dedicated CMA CGM Log teams to carry out your customs procedures

PDU
- Clearance procedure with a single address quickly available within one hour for industrial key players

CMA CGM Log has designed its offer to facilitate your customs management issues and propose you several options to meet your needs in several domains such as:

- Specialized support by selected trusted partners
- Extensive knowledge of customs clearance and documentation requirements
- Worldwide experience and capabilities developed over many years
- Transshipment permits processing and duty drawback application
CMA CGM Log offers Marine Logistics solutions built by professional teams to ensure the timely and efficient management of all types of vessels. From container to cruise liners and everything in between, CMA CGM Log will completely monitor your shipping with tailor-made solutions.

**ADAPT**
- Warehousing management adapted to your location and needs
- Consolidation capabilities for delivery directly to vessels
- A worldwide network provides and delivers mechanical spare parts and all types of supply

**MONITOR**
- A dedicated warehouse to collect parts and goods from suppliers, consolidate them and ship them to the required destination
- Cross dock and consolidation or short-term storage adapted to your needs
- A central customer service to coordinate flows, ensure the delivery time and the reporting when the cargo has arrived

CMA CGM Log has created a Marine Logistics offer to answer your issues and propose value added services:
- XXL Cargo fitted to your needs
- The handling of dangerous goods like engine oil, fluid and components
- Customs clearance and KPI to facilitate and control your cargo
CMA CGM Log offers premium Multimodal services combining rail, short sea and barge options. CMA CGM Log is committed to support your business by recommending the most adapted solutions to your needs, whether they are full logistics, track & trace, reduced CO₂ emissions or cost efficient.

**Multimodal**

- **Rail**
  - Fast and efficient transport mode
  - Reliable worldwide with notably Silk Road options
  - Comprehensive range of logistics and ports connections

- **Short Sea**
  - Ecofriendly alternative to trucking
  - Door-to-door transport via a complete network
  - Multiple sailings per weeks
  - Full connection with land networks

- **Barge**
  - The cost efficient option
  - Most environment friendly than others way of transport
  - Increase of your cargo capacities
  - Ideal for land transport of your project cargo

Created to comply with all types of request, CMA CGM Log Multimodal offers premium and personalized proposals:

- Dedicated teams through our agency network
- Systematic eco-conception of the most efficient transport chain with our customers
- Unique offering of Inland Advanced Hub services to best integrate massified modes of transport into complex supply chains
CMA CGM Log has a **direct access** to all major shipping lines offering **best in class routing, routes and rates**. We are in position to offer **preferred** options as well as alternatives to **secure** lead-times, costs and **reduce** risks in transit.

**SEA FREIGHT**

CMA CGM Log’s **experience** and its customer teams will **support** your project and **provide you with premium** ocean freight management in various domains such as:

- **Extended** freight forwarding services like **customs clearance, cargo insurance, track and trace systems**.
- **Mix & match** our carriers with customers to **optimize** your time
- **Single lead** logistics provider **removing** shipping complexity
- **Direct** access to the **largest** container shipping companies
- **Dedicated** local customer service teams

> **Adapt** your shipment to your needs
> **Optimize** your **cost** and your **flow**
> **Take advantage** of CMA CGM Log **consolidation**
> **Benefit** from increased **flexibility**

> **Avoid** load disruptions
> **Protect** and **secure** your cargo
> **Reduce** possible custom delays compared to LCL offer
CMA CGM Log has created a “Sensitive Cargo offer” in order to assure the transport of restricted or controlled commodities with ease. Our expertise and knowledge enable us to propose an extended one-stop-shop service including a complete support team as well as an extensive experience managing your project successfully.

**EASE**

- Ease the procurement of accreditations and agreements in the transport of military products
- Support obtainment of licenses & permits for all sensitive cargo
- One entry point for each project for maximum care

**SECURE**

- Several Classifications to assure security and compliance: CLASS 7 – CLASS 1 – CLASS 5.1
- Member of WNTI (World Nuclear Transport Institute): guarantying state-of-the-art expertise
- Direct contact with ports / terminals to secure every step of the supply chain

**COMPLY**

- Frequent interaction with IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency)
- Compliance with IMDG code (International Maritime Dangerous Goods)
- Verified Gross Mass management in conformity with SOLAS (Safety Of Life At Sea)
- Respect of the United Nations transport rules (Orange Book)

*CMA CGM Log experience* in Sensitive Cargo allows for a real tailormade solution adapted to your needs:

- Nuclear/Health authorities ensure compliance and provide expert knowledge
- Dedicated teams build your tailormade solutions adapted to your needs
- Full routings management ensures you the best for your cargo
- Our worldwide network of expert enables allows you to conduct any sensible project
The One Belt One Road project (OBOR), initiated by the Chinese government is presented as the new Silk Road. This plan aims to develop a comprehensive range of port and logistics infrastructures to secure and create the most efficient solutions for imports and exports between Asia and Europe.

CMA CGM LOG is one of the key players on this One Belt One Road corridors with its comprehensive rail logistics portfolio, notably its advanced door-to-door connected train solutions.

**SILK ROAD**

**SECURE & PROTECT**
- Safest mode of transport with no weather impact and no delays
- Thousands of containers carried yearly on the OBOR corridors
- Significant ecological advantage compared to other way of transport
- Advantageous over other modes of transport with respect to non-methane hydrocarbon and sulfur dioxide

**EASE**
- Fast solution on a true door-to-door basis supporting tight supply chain schedules (average 20 days)
- Multiple weekly connections and almost daily departures to offer a large flexibility by combining existing services
- Reliability for supply chains stability with rail as most time-accurate transport mode
- Comprehensive intermodal services at the closest of customers premises

**OPTIMIZE**
- Dedicated intermodal teams for Sales and Operations
- State of the art Track & Trace system ensuring transparent shipment status
- Active member of the GETO (Association of Transsiberian Freight Forwarders)
- Fully integrated to our supply-chain products, such as advanced hub, cross-docking and warehousing at both ends

Thanks to its comprehensive intermodal services, our proposals made to/from rail or barge stations are at the closest of customers premises:
CMA CGM Log operates warehouse **worldwide** and offers a **large range of facilities** as well as a **comprehensive** logistic services, from basic **massive warehousing** to specialty warehousing like **perishables**, **hazardous** or **high value** cargo.

---

**CLASSIC STORAGE**

- Pre-retail, assembly, kitting & packaging Services
- Value added services such as labeling and tagging
- Complete use of WMS (Warehousing Management System)

---

**BONDED WAREHOUSE**

- Financial benefits from suspension of duties and taxes payment
- Optimization of company’s customs clearance

---

**CROSS-DOCKING**

- Last kilometer logistics
- Stuffing and destuffing containers services
- Buyers consolidation
- Worldwide multi-sites distribution

---

CMA CGM Log has built several worldwide warehousing proposals with multiple capabilities and possibilities such as:

- Daily **reporting** between **central** and **local** teams
- **Dedicated** operations centers and **multi-sites** distribution all over the world
- **Control** your production with **reporting**, **Key Production Indicator** and **dashboard**
- **Quick** access to data with **EDI System** (Electronic Data Interchange – Warehousing Management System)